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Perhaps President Clinton's new domestic service 
corps cc)uld find an artist to do a companion piece on 
the opposite wall showing people trudging down stairs 
carryin9 their files, fish cavorting in basements, and 
hundredEi of citizens staring at the whirlpool. 

Uncler it would be a paraphrase of Wordsworth's ode 
to Milton (substitution Chicago for London): 

ML.ton! thou shouldst be living at this hour; 
Ch:ccago hath need of thee; 
Sho is a fen of stagnant waters 
And only you can set her free. 

MACARONIC 

March 22, 1993 Paul A. Franz 

The reader said "My father was, to use a word too 
often used, a polymath. He spoke five languages 
fluently." When Chris heard that, the old envy rose 
up. 

"Damned mittel Europeans," he thought. "Born in 
the right place. And the ones born before the war, 
they picked the right time. Most cosmopolitan culture 
known to man. German, of course, that was the 
birthright. The French nanny would provide the French, 
and once you had one Romance language, no big deal 
coming by another one or two. If you didn't pick up a 
Slavic language along the way, well, you probably just 
didn' get outdoors enough." 

He thought about his own adventures and 
misadventures with languages. He had been born into 
the mos,t linguistically homogenized place on earth. 
For thc~sands of miles in any direction, good old 
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Anerican was more than fine. To be sure, that language 
wa s, well, you probably just didn't get outdoors 
e ough." 

He thought a bout his own adventures and 
misadventures with l anguages. He had been born into 
t e most lingui s tica l ly homogenized place on earth. 
For thousands of miles in any direction, good old 
American was more than fine. To be sure, that language 
wa s, as Mencken pointed out, enriched by borrowings 
from allover the globe. After all, what would an 
Erglishman make of "Let's sashay over to the 
c a laboose?". And l ocalisms like "I'm going to worsh 
t h is in the z inc" were fun. 

But just speaking American, rich as it was, didn't 
o f fer the change o f style, persona and, yes, 
WHltanschauung, that speaking a foreign language did. 
Speak another language and you'd not only sound 
d '"fferent, you'd be different: different in gesture, 
volume, even in the facial muscles you used to talk. 
Over time, could even personality change, at least 
subtly? Chr is had come to at least half-believe it. 

Chr~s' s on was taking French in the second grade. 
Petty d1fferent f rom his own schooling. They had 
ba rely taught Engl ish, and ninety percent of that was 
s~elling. Maybe t hat added to the u.s. language 
d e ficit. It was a problem those imaginary Europeans 
dLdn't have t o deal with. On that continent, you knew 
were you were with any part of the alphabet. Not so 
ov er here, wh e re i t was all trial and error. 

At the f r ont of the hall, there was a lull i n the 
readings, and Chris' language reveries went on. Chris 
considered a proposal for education in reform: "Okay ', 
boys and g irls , please place your spellers in the 
recycling b i n. You may now spell words any way you 
please. It was good enough for Chaucer, and it's good 
enough for you. Please try to keep it simple, or it 
just won't work. Good luck." 

"Bad idea," thought Chris. "Language is a set of 
c onventions, and education, at least for us dullards, 
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is the process of becoming conventional. Let the poor 
'th 't " kids gE~ on w~ ~. 

chris quit the fantasizing and thought about the 
next cllapter in his linguistic history, "T~e La~d ~f 
the Dead Languages". The high school Jesu~ts d~d l.n 
fact s (~em to think that the only good language was a 
dead language. Any students with I.Q.'S thought to be 
in the range of triple digits were encouraged and 
expected to take Latin. Greek also used to be part of 
the expected course of study, but by chris' era the 
students were given to understand that the modern 
student wasn't up to the task of studying Greek. He 
suspected that in reality the school couldn't find any 
affordable teachers of Greek. Whatever the real 
situation, Chris would remain ignorant of the language 
of Homer. 

Within the curriculum there was also a definite 
pecking order in the modern languages. Students 
considered not up to the classics, but still fairly 
trainable, were expected to take French. Students in 
the "all other" category would take Spanish. That was 
it. No language originating outside the boundaries of 
the Reman Empire was ever considered at his school. 

1'aking Latin was, in fact, not all that bad. 
Since there was no spoken language to worry about, the 
language was taught through the literature, and that 
offered plenty for a teenaged-male: Caesar for blood 
and gt:,ts, Terence for broad humor, Vergil for noble 
sentiment, Cicero for polemic, Horace for sex. 

Overlaying it all was the "Roman virtues": Duty. 
Loyalty. Good citizenship. All inculcated not as 
Babbit:ry, but with, well, nobilitas. For a mythology· 
to li,~ by, a kid could do worse. 

Not that the mythology lacked the vices inherent 
in it~ j virtues. The classics teachers were, with the 
except:ions of the unfortunate seminarians conscripted 
for the task, a hidebound group. Many years after his 
Latin days, Chris read a medieval monk's assessment of 
the monk's own times versus the Classical Age: "We are 
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dwarves on t he shoulders of giants." Half the classics 
faculty seemed to share that view. 

Chris himself c ouldn't muster any anti:modernist 

t ' t He r efused to believe that mank1nd had been 
sen 1men . d'd d 
in decline s i nce 410 A.D., although he 1 conce e a 
pretty good case could be made for 1914. 

One moment had epitomized,for Chris his far7well 
to the classics. On a snowy w~nter day, he sat ~n,a 
overheated classroo while outside the student,str1kes 
against the Vietnam war had nearly shut down h1S 
university's campus. At the fro~t of the clas~room, 
stood a robust middle-aged classlcs professor ln a dark 
green wool herr ingbone suit, set off by improbable 
brown leather boots l aced high up the calf. The 
professor walked over to the window and looked down on 
the noisy, but non-violent proceedi ngs. "The 
barb~ric:ms are not at the gates," he intoned. "They 
are 1ns~de the walls." 

That course was t he last of Chris' Latin studies. 
still, the language ha d left its mar k. Chris had ove r 
the years kept no profi c i ency in t he language, but its 
study had left h ' ith the sense o f having been part 
of a tradition. Tradition , " he mused, " fa handing 
over. ' Related e word ' treason' ." This was the 
detritus of hi s n study , these useless and 
intrusive thoug ts. 

The tradit ' that Chr i s felt connected to was not 
classical t rad ' · on. That was too impossibly remote 
and foreign . B ' s own study had been too elementary to 
allow it. Odd y, it was British tradition that Chris' 
Latin had made ' f eel part of. Like generations of 
upper-class Br ' ' sh s choolboys, Chris had spent a good 
part of hi s sc 00 days grinding through Latin texts. 

Most of the classical allusions in English 
literation were to the very texts he'd labored over. 
The poet Horace, Chris knew, had been virtually adopted 
by the British as one of their own. When Chris heard 
of a 19th century British diplomat, David Elphinstone, 
who ce lebrated his return to his native island by 



spurrincr his horse over the gr7ensward, shol;lting 
Odes of - Horace at the top of hlS lungs, Chrls 
understood it perfectly. And for the sense of 
connect j.on he was still very grateful. 
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In his undergraduate days, Chris for the first 
time waH in a milieu where the study of a modern 
f oreign language wasn'~ con~ide~ed a slightl~ tainted 
exercisE~. He reveled ln thlS 11cense, sampllng French 
and Ita :_ian with a dilettant's delight. Later he would 
more ear nestly tackle German, the language of his 
immigrant grandparents, and the first language of his 
parents 

In the best American tradition, abetted by the 
anti-GeJ:'man fallout of World War I, his parents had in 
fact fOJ:"gotten the first language they had learned, a 
condition Chris could scarcely imagine. Chris' own 
househo.Ld German had been limited to learning at an 
early aqe the names of certain sausages names, he 
suspect(3d, too gruesome for his parents to translate 
into Enqlish. 

It was interesti ng to Chris to have begun these 
modern Languages so late in life, and so close to each 
other. He could not help but compare the styles of 
instruct ion and instructors and found that (he was 
sorry t o say) they reinforced all the baggage of 
national stereotypes. He remembered the first words he 
learned in French: reason; theater; my aunt's fountain 
pen; red wine. And in German: spiri t; will; force; 
power; dark beer. 

Th~re was one stereotype that Chris quickly found 
to be b~gus. German was not a clipped, guttural, ugly 
spoken language. His prejudice, he later figured, was 
the ves tige of American wartime propaganda films in 
which all Germans spoke like berserk Prussian drill 
masters. American actors imitat i ng Charlie Chaplin 
imitati ng Adolf Hitler in The Great Dictator. Good 
propaga da, but not the sound he was learning. 

An inveterate fuzzy-thinker, Chris reveled in the 
wonderfll imprecision that was utterly commonplace in 
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German. "A gre y c a me out of the forest~" was a 
perfectly good Ger man sentence, and Chr~s th~u~h~ ~hat 
there was a place in the world for such posslb~lltles. 

It didn ' t take Chr i s long to dev7lop,enough love 
for the language to dec i de to spend t~me ~n Germa~y to 
learn more. Var i ou s s chools offered the opportun~ty to 
do that and Chris had done a fair amount of research 
to pick'the perf e c t sit e for his conquest of ~erman: 
He settled on the pompous ly named Goethe Inst1tute 1n 
Goettingen , a iddling university town in Northern 
Germany. 

Goett ingen i s known for t hree things: physics, 
Heine, and s kulls. For physics, the university is home 
to the Max Planck Society , here Planck, Heisenberg, 
and others who redefined our current ideas of matter, 
energy and reality had wor ked . He i senberg, it turned 
out, believed that even in e pristine physical 
sciences, t he observer a nd e observed were connected 
that the act of observing as ' t s i nevitable effect on' 
th~ scene observed. A co ab e i dea, Chris thought. 
He7se~berg also create~ t he Ee "senberg Uncertainty 
Pr~nc~ple, and uncerta~nty a principle that Chris 
a l so found highly attract i 

The poet Heine had ost famous work, 
Harzreise, by a slam aga i e town where he had once 
undiligently studied law: e town of Goettingen " 
said Heine, "Is best viewed over one's shoulder --' 
[while leavi ng]." The line stuc k , and Heine achieved 
for the town the sort o f infamy that today is generated 
by county prosecutors and t h e owners of baseball teams. 

The skulls were a r emnant of Nazism. A huge 
collection of them had been assembled at Goettingen by 
Nazi scienti sts to demonstrate the "racial doctrine" 
purporting to establish the superiority of something 
called the Aryan race. Between the phys i cs and the 
skulls, the North German town gave testament to the 
highest and basest that human science has tried to 
achieve. Not a bad microcosm of Germany itself. 
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None of this had in fact clinched Chris' choice of 
Goettingen for his study of German. His teachers had 
told hi'm that the town lay in the part of Germany where 
he coul:i expect to learn "unaccented" German, and he 
was pretentious enough after only nine months of 
studying the language to be concerned about such 
things. Even then, though, he didn't quite buy the 
notion of speaking anything "without an accent". 
without an accent -- compared to what? His own 
Midwestern dialect was considered to be standard (or 
Newscaster) American English. But on his occasional 
trips to California, Chris' speech invariably led to 
the question if he was from "back East". He had 
originally answered "No," but he eventually learned 
that "back East" was the local term for the 
undifferentiated land mass east of certain Rocky 
Mountain ski resorts. "Yes," he learned to say, "I'm 
from back East." He did not complicate things by 
adding that his hometown was the Queen City of the 
West. 

SC I Chris knew the accent was relative. But with 
his German, he wanted to start at what some at least 
would c onsider the dialectal center. If nothing else, 
this would up the odds that the sounds he produced 
might E,omeday be intelligible to a native speaker. 
That wcs a thing that he had never managed to 
accomp .ish in French. 

Ev en more important to him was that the town of 
Goettingen was only twenty miles away from the villages 
his gra ndparents had emigrated from. He would have a 
chance for his own Roots experience. 

When he walked out of the Goettingen train station 
the day of his arrival many years ago, he knew he had 
picked the right place. His exhilaration had been 
immediate and inexplicable. One word came to his mind. 
"Heima;" -- homeland. As usual, the balloon of 
exhila :-ation had to be pricked. "Watch it, Chris. 
What's next, going to break out into some patriotic 
tunes? " 
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But in truth the sight that met his eyes that late 
fall day might have even changed Heine's outlook on the 
town. The old town center had its half-timbered 
b ildings, but they were all put to real, modern uses, 
no t as gift shops for tourists, but as offices, 
bookstores, even a department store. This was a town 
ttat was obviously ancient, but unlike many of the 
south German towns Chris knew, did not make a career of 
being ancient. Its roots were mercantile and academic, 
not governmental or churchly, and the combination gave 
the town a flavor much to Chris' liking. 

The place that was to be his quarters for the next 
Y3ar was also quite satisfactory. It had housed a 
fcaternity of Scandinavian university students in the 
last century, and they had lived well. There was a 
huge, paneled great hall. Those students must have 
gotten together a lot. For singing, lectures, beer
drinking, what? Nobody there seemed to know, and Chris 
was not that curious to find out. The present at the 
place was to him incomparably more interesting than its 
past could have been. There he was, under one roof 
\\ 'ith 200 souls, most of them certifiable Europeans 
n~st as linguistically inept as he was. It was ' 
\-ronderful. 

. He li~ed i~ a ~tat7 of instant nostalgia, knowing 
i.hat few t1mes 1n h1s 11fe would be like this. He was 
1:hrown into a grab bag of Swiss, Poles Britons 
J ~ h ' , ' renc , Japanese, all suffering from the disease of 
German deficiency. In overcoming this handicap even 
:he mos~ banal communication was a pleasurable ' 
accompl~shment fo: all of them. The ones who fell back 
on ~ngl~sh as an 1nternational language were 
13po1lsports that wrecked the common effort. 

By luck Chris fell into a good group on this 
count. ,He roomed with a Yugoslavian engineer who spoke 
no EnglIsh. Through him Chris became an honorary 
member of the Institute's Yugoslavian contingent As 
such Chr~s quickly realized that as a countr . 
Yugoslav~a was an inconvenient fiction H' y, 
was in his own eyes a Magyar, not a YU'OSI~~ r~ommate 
language and probably in sentiment clo;er to't~~ Finns 
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than to his so-called countrymen. Even his name showed 
his roo1~s, Istvan -- steven, named for the literally 
sainted ancient king of Hungary. 

He had an engineer's precision in his writing, his 
grammar , his pronunciation, and Chris remembered 
thinkinCJ that the bridges this guy built would last a 
while, :' f his countrymen didn't blow them up first. 

Ch]~ is' own mushmouthed American diction was a 
constan1: mild irritant to Istvan. Chris remembered 
happily the argument they'd had over the pronunciation 
of the name of Chris' home town. "It is not possible," 
Istvan ~;aid with some heat, "that the letters you have 
written on that paper could be pronounced the way you 
pronounce them. It's Sin, sin, na Tee, not Sinsenari 
or whatE:~ver it is you're saying." 

Through Istvan Chris met Dara, a psychologist from 
BelgradE! . She was as beautiful as any woman in a Muff 
Storm st:ory. Like Chris, she saw a certain unreality 
in the cosmopolitan small society that they found 
themselves together in. Like Chris, she was a reader 
of Thoma s Mann, and they dubbed this world The Magic 
Mountain, after Mann's thick novel about the inmates of 
a sanatorium in Davos, switzerland. 

The parcllels were neat enough. Like Mann's 
sanatorjum, their Institute was an artificial and 
transiert little society. Since this was their 
conceit, they of course assigned themselves the chief 
roles, Chris as the Candide-like Hans Castorp, the 
book's Frotagonist, Dara as Clavdia Chauchat, his 
enigmatjc (and Slavic!) romantic obsession. 

There was no denizen of the place as sinister as 
the boox's Herr Settembrini, but a suitable enough 
analogue was Mirko, a remarkable fellow from Zagreb. 
Mirko described his occupation as "philosopher". A 
better description might have been the useful German 
word "Luftmensch", a man that lives on nothing but air. 
His thing was to wander. Really wander. He made his 
way around Europe by taking advantage of the 
hospitality of monasteries. 
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This hospitality must have been good, as Mirko was 
a notable trencherman. "I am like a machine that works 
philosophy. I need a lot of fuel." His great charm 
was that he could say such things with utter conviction 
and no sincerity. Small and rosy cheeked, he was a 
combination of Francis of Assisi and Ken Kesey. He 
proudly declared he had written a work with the 
i mposing tit l e of Macrocosm and Microcosm. This 
inevitably earned him among his fellow students the 
title Macro , Micro, Mirko. 

He was f rom Zagreb, making him a Croat. Dara was 
from Belgrad e , making her a Serb. They were both 
educated d e c ent people, so this was not a problem. 
Neither ~as i t ever forgotten. Chris later visited 
both in the ir hometowns, which functioned both as 
cities and seums of Past Indignities. No histor~cal 
defeat or 0 trage was distant enough not,to be lOVlng~y 
preserved. Hal f the bars in Belgrade (sltes that Chrls 
had thoroughly researched) had a mural of the Serbs' 
fourteenth-century defeat at the hands of the Turks at 
Kosovo. 

Clearly, these were people that knew how to hold a 
grudge. They h ad also been the border guards of his 
Latin professor' s "civilization." Chris ritually 
toasted each of these murals that he found. "Here's to 
you. But for you, I'd be speaking Turkish, and I do 
not think I' up to it." 

The long, hard ethnic memory was totally foreign 
to Chris. He was second generation. Roots were what 
you got a wa y f rom, unless you liked being cannon fodder 
in the Prus~ian army. For his own local history, all 
he could t hlnk to tell Dara was the story of the naming 
of his home town, how it had been named for the Roman 
general t ha t had accepted the dictatorship of Rome, 
only to g ive it up after the crisis had passed, to go 
back to h is life as a farmer. His telling of the story 
lost a litt l e in translation. He made Cincinnatus not 
a "farmer", but a "Bauer" -- a "peasant ... This was a 
crucial mistake in telling the story to a Serb. "So 
what's the point?" was her reaction. "We have lots of 
generals who are peasants." -
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"current events prove her right," thought Chris. 
"Uncert3.inty is clearly not among those generals' 
principles." 

His fr i ends' long memories spurred Chris to 
explore his own North German roots. He discovered in a 
village of three hundred -- his grandfather's village -
- dozens of assorted cousins, aunts and uncles, 
including a pair that offered to him the hospitality 
that his own parents had offered to them forty years 
earlier in America. 

They lived in the farm house, much improved, that 
had been his grandfather's. The town was no longer a 
farming village so much as a place of country retreat 
from the larger neighboring towns. His aunt and uncle 
had let an old stable to some city-dwellers and in 
return had the use of the horses. 

The aunt and uncle assumed that Chris, being from 
Ohio, was not far from a cowboy, and kindly offered to 
take him riding through the neighboring woods one cold 
autumn day. Chris was one of the most citified people 
ever. He had straddled a horse maybe twice in his 
life, and those had been lifeless amusement park 
ponies. 

It would have been inhospitable to turn down their 
offer, and so one of Chris' most thrilling memories of 
his anciently civilized ancestral land was galloping 
through the North German countryside on a very large 
German horse, speeding past some very large German 
trees. He did not feel at all like David Elphinstone, 
and the Odes of Horace were the farthest thing from his 
mind. 

While his arm was mending, Chris had a long 
opportunity to study the local history. The hill 
overlooking the small town, where the church stood, was 
the site of an eighth-century Christian mission to the 
local tribe. From that hill, Winfred, an English monk 
given the Latin name Boniface, had brought 
Christianity, and, coincidentally, the Latin language, 
to the literal heathens of that place. Like all those 
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Boniface had reversed ~he role 

astounding missi~naries, "The barbarians," ChrlS 
of barbarian-as-lnvader. outside the gat7s, they were 
thought, "were truly not recalling thelr last , 
inside the walls, probably 'ghbors Enter an Engl~sh 

' th their Saxon ne~ . age" skirmish Wl d nd a stranger langu . 
monk with a strange go a 

'd 't need to do much 
chris found that ~~c~~ ~istory. with the 

research to learn the. . n site the townsfolk had 
significance of the m~s~~olocal lore. Twenty years 
been good conservator omrnissioned to write the 
back, the pas~or had ~~e~h~ee hundred. Chris' uncle 
history of thhl~ tOaw~opy It began with this sentence: 
proudly gave 1m. . t 
"The age of the earth is computed by modern SClence 0 
be roughly three and one half billion years." The 
writer would not be accused of failing to give his town 
context. Mirko would have liked the touch -- microcosm 
and macrocosm. 

When Chris got back from Germany he noticed two 
things he thought remarkable. Colloquial American 
English sounded very strange to him -- muddled, 
unemphatic, ordinary. The business of everyday living 
was a lot less fun when simple communication wasn't a 
challenge, as it was when he had to speak German. 
Second the people around him found his own speech odd, 
but didn't quite know why. Finally, a musician friend, 
with a better ear than most, got it. "You're 
enunciating vowels! No wonder nobody can understand 
you." In a month or two, this adverse effect wore off, 
and Chris resumed speaking what he considered passable 
American. 

Chris hadn't attacked the study of German for any 
utilitarian reason. He now rarely had occasion to use 
it. Whatever skills he'd had faded away. Not as far 

away as the Latin, he hoped. That was definitely 
stored in a mental subbasement, if it hadn't been 
trashed. 

He thought again about his Magic Mountain 
experience. Thomas Mann had said that he'd intended to 
write about Ita simple-minded hero, in the conflict 
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between bourgeois decorum and macabre adventure." That 
seemed to hit pretty close to home. 

Chris thought of his work as an industrial 
hygien: st at Midwest Global Brands. There was the 
embodiJ{lent of bourgeois decorum . It was his first 
venturB into the self-nominated real world, and he was 
surpriHed to learn that foreign language skills we:-e 
dispri;~ ed. American businessmen seemed to agree w1th 
Henry Higgins, that knowing a lot of languages was "the 
sure s :' gn of a fool." 

Thi s wasn't a personal problem for Chris. The 
only l a nguage skills he needed in his job were those 
suffic :Lent to convince people that an industrial 
hygien.Lst wasn't the guy who cleaned the toilets. 
still, he was surprised. 

" Actually, it's not quite true that language 
skills aren't needed," he thought. Meanwhile, the 
meetinq was now concerned with some of the club's 
housek(~eping details, and Chris' woolgathering 
contimled in earnest. "I had to learn a new dialect to 
work a: the place." He had quickly learned that the 
tribe :' n which he worked had an argot filled with rigid 
conven:ions -- a grammar, really. 

Fr om time to time he had listed them: 

RULE 1. The passive voice should never be used. 
The ch:.ef purpose of language in the tribe was not 
commun:.cations, but to signal the attributes of the 
speaker, who should at all times appear dynamic, 
positi,~, What Sinclair Lewis would have called a "go
getter" . Thus, the actor was always more important 
than the action. Never mind that Chris knew that this 
last point was contradicted by all human experience. 
"When i n Rome ... " 

RULE 2. Whenever possible, begin sentences with 
an advflrb. The preferred adverb for this use is 
"import.antly", Which must be used ungrammatically. 
ExamplE!: "Importantly, this will move a lot of 
product. ... 
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RULE 3. When it's awkward to follow Rule 2, 
always begin a sentence with the word "net": Example: 
" Net this will work." Skilled speakers qUlckly master 
:he bouble, or Intensive, Net, as in "Net net, this 
Hill really work." 

RULE 4. It does not pay to increase your word 
power. Disregard everything your teachers and The 
l~eader's Digest told you on that score, and use the 
)luntest, shortest words you can think of. Most words 
of Latin origin need not apply. 

RULE 5. The word "leverage" may be used in place 
of all other verbs, as in "We will leverage our 
Btrength in this market. " "Leverage" could be used 
anywhere, because it has no discernible meaning, making 
~ t a perfect placeholder. 

RULE 6. Divide everything into trinities. This 
J:ule particularly applies to causation. Chris had once 
: istened in amazement as the head of the Industrial 
Hygiene Department advised that two reasons were never 
unough to do anything, but if you got up to four, you 
\'Tere getting into too much detail. This was a very 
Bacred rule. 

The style was tough for Chris to get a handle on, 
until he realized that Rule 6 was inspired by the first 
.ine in Caesar's Gallic Wars. All phenomena, like 

Caesar's Gaul, are divided into three parts. 

Caesar, Chris came to understand, was the secret 
key to this culture. Be a general. Expand your 
t :erritory. Give your camp a good defensive plan. 
Superior organization and training will lead you to 
beat the undisciplined horde. It is not enough to 
d efeat the enemy, you must put him under the yoke. Do 
t :his, and you will return in triumph. Fail, and you're 
expected to tap a vein. 

Just like Rome, Global Midwest was sending its 
l egions and its missionaries throughout the known 
\l,rorld. Any place on the map where GMB didn't do 
business was called "white space", and white space was 
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an opportunity that GMB had to leverage. As political 
barriers to filling in white space fell, GMB brought 
touches of bourgois decorum to lands with histories 
that had been little more than centuries of macabre 
adventure. Watching the process was better than 
reading Caesar. 

Once Chris got the key, using the language of this 
culture was no tougher than speaking German or any of 
the other languages he'd essayed. You had to be a bit 
of an actor, and throw yourself into the role. 

The culture recognized and even satirized the 
process of linguistic assimilation. A famous fictional 
exchange of letters between a new employee and his 
mother tracked the evolution of the young man's letters 
from breezy, chatty notes into terse business memos, 
each with conclusions backed by three facts. 

Classes in the language were even offered, 
although they were described as tutorials in Effective 
Writin~. In these classes, sacred texts from the 
literature were studied, admired, and analyzed as 
closely as ever a classics professor parsed ovid. Some 
of the texts were just as impenetrable as Ovid to the 
uninitiated. Initiates readily admitted that those new 
from t e outside "Just don't understand our culture." 
Breaki ng the language barrier was important to this 
unders t anding. 

Oddly, the higher one climbed in the cultural 
hierarc hy, the freer one was to flout the conventions 
of the language. sociologists had noted the same 
phenome non in other groups, and had even given it a 
name -- "idiosyncratic privilege". But no one ever 
became quite the same as before. The initiation, like 
the on~ Boniface gave the heathens, leaves it indelible 
mark. 

Chris stood and stretched at the wrapup of the 
business meeting. The Mensa Only Club was ~ ~espite 
from his usual world. What a pleasure to V1s1t a place 
where a cause can have more than three effects, and an 
effect can have more than three causes; where a meander 
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. d as a straight shot, and you can (perhaps) 
1.S as goo 
use the word Weltanschauung. 

He kipped the food l ine and made straight for the 
drinks. s"what should I have tonight, the F~ench beer, 
or the German?" He thought about the quest1.on, and 

smiled. 

BUDGET 

March 29, 1993 

1 - Gettysburg, 1993 ..... 

2 - The Dinner Party .. 

3 - Miss Metronome. . 

1 

. . . . George Palmer 

• Robert W. Hilton Jr. 

. Bruce I. Petrie 

Get tysburg, 1993 

One day last autumn, while the Presidential de
bates were in full spate, and while campaign activities 
and the pollsters reactions to them were occupying the 
print and electronic media to the exclusion of nearly 
everything of importance, I picked up a copy of Gary 
wills splendid little exegesis on the Gettysburg 
Address, called, simply , Lincoln at Gettysburg, The 
Words that Remade Amer i ca. I read its bare 200 pages 
in several sittings, and marveled anew at the genius of 
this backwoods autodidact, whose literary style was 
nurtured by the classics, notably Shakespeare and the 
King James Bible, tempered by Blackstone and the 


